
MEETING AND EXCEEDING GLOBAL 
STANDARDS
We guarantee that each installed customized Corning 

Cable Systems LANscape® Solution meets or exceeds global 

telecommunications and performance standards. You can 

be assured that your network installation measures up to all 

current industry standards.

EXTENDED WARRANTY PROTECTION ADDS EXTRA VALUE
Corning Cable Systems NPI Program protects your LANscape Fiber Optic Cabling Solution for up to 25 years. The warranty 

covers total system performance as well as each product component of the Corning Cable Systems solution. Together with 

Corning Cable Systems, we guarantee to repair or replace defective products free of charge for up to 25 years 

after installation.

A LANscape Solutions NPI 25-year system warranty is offered  for local area network (LAN) and data center installations when 

all products in the fiber cabling solution are Corning Cable Systems covered products including fiber optic cables, hardware, 

connectivity and preterminated systems. A 10-year warranty is available for Intelligent Traffic Systems (ITS). 

INSTALLATION EXPERTISE AND 
RELIABILITY
Corning Cable Systems nationwide Network of Preferred 

Installers (NPI) are carefully selected and trained. Members 

must meet stringent requirements for technical experience, 

financial strength and proven dedication to quality. As an 

exclusive member of the NPI Program, we stay abreast 

on the latest technologies and product solutions through 

training courses taught by well-seasoned Corning Cable 

Systems field-experienced experts.



A RICH HERITAGE OF INNOVATION
Corning Cable Systems, in business for over 30 years, is 
the only company in the industry with a primary focus on 
fiber cabling solutions. From pioneering the loose tube 
cable design to the development of the industry’s first 
preterminated solution, Corning Cable Systems continues 
to remain the world’s leading developer and manufacturer 
of fiber optic communication products for your LAN or data 
center solution.

Corning Incorporated, headquartered in Corning, New 
York, is a 7.9 billion Fortune 500 company. Corning is the 
inventor of the first commercial optical fibers and has 
been the world leader in optical manufacturing for over 40 
years. Drawing on more than 160 years of materials science 
and process engineering knowledge, Corning creates and 
makes keystone components that enable high-technology 
systems for consumer electronics, mobile emissions control, 
telecommunications and life sciences. Corning collaborates 
closely with customers across these industries to turn what 

were once only possibilities into breakthrough realities.

LANscape® SOLUTIONS 
TOTAL PACKAGE
The LANscape tip-to-tip product offerings are designed to 
deliver the most technologically advanced communications 
systems to you. All Corning Cable Systems products 
withstand rigorous laboratory and field testing with 
continual design enhancements in response to rapidly 
evolving customer environments.
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EXPERT SERVICE AND SUPPORT
Corning Cable Systems’ fiber optic experts support and 
assist NPI Program members with the planning, designing 
and installation of fiber optic cabling systems. Corning Cable 
Systems Engineering Services provides personalized design 
assistance and on site field support on all warranty projects. 
With global distribution channels and award-winning 
Customer Care, Corning Cable Systems makes it simple for 
its program members to quickly get products to your site for 
a timely installation.


